
Winter 2009, Problem Set 11

issued: January 21, 2009 due: January 28, 2009

1. An appropriately amplified thermocouple gives an output voltage of 25 mV/◦C. Suppose we wish to
measure temperatures that range from 0◦−200◦C with a resolution of 0.5◦C. If we pass the output voltage
through an n-bit A/D converter, what word length n is required in order to achieve this resolution?

2. Consider a rotating wheel with one mark painted on it, and suppose that the wheel rotates with a constant
rate R revolutions/second in a counterclockwise (CCW) direction. Suppose also that we make a movie (as
with a camcorder), which consists of still photographs taken at regularly spaced intervals of T seconds.

We saw in class that if T = 1/R, then the wheel will appear to be stationary. Furthermore, in order that
the movie depicts the correct direction of rotation of the wheel, it is necessary that T < 1/2R.

Now suppose the wheel had four arrows, 90◦ apart, painted on it, and suppose also that this wheel rotates
at a constant rate CCW.

(a). What value of T will now make the wheel appear stationary in the movie?

(b). What is the largest value T can take in order that the direction of rotation appear correctly?

(c). Suppose that the camcorder shoots pictures at a rate of 30 frames/second. What is the maximum
value of rotation rate R for the wheel with one painted arrow that will allow the direction of rotation
to appear correctly?

(d). Suppose again that the camcorder shoots pictures at a rate of 30 frames/second. What is the
maximum value of rotation rate R for the wheel with four painted arrows that will allow the direction
of rotation to appear correctly?

3. Consider a sensor that generates an analog signal which must be sampled and passed through an A/D
converter. We have seen that undersampling may cause the sampled signal to look very different from
the original signal. In particular, noise at frequencies greater than the Nyquist sampling rate fN = 1/T
Hz will be “aliased” and appear as low frequency signals.

We discussed the use of an analog lowpass filter to remove high frequency noise from the analog signal
before sampling. Such a filter is referred to as an antialiasing filter.

We also showed how a simple lowpass filter may be constructed using an RC circuit (antialiasing filters
may also be built with active, op-amp circuits.)

Suppose we wish to sample a sinusoidal signal with a sample period equal to T seconds. The sampling
frequency is equal to ωS = 2π/T radians/second, or fS = 1/T Hz.

(a). Let T = 0.09 seconds, and suppose the sinusoid has frequency equal to 1 Hz: x(t) = sin(2πt).
According to the Nyquist theorem, is it theoretically possible to reconstruct the sinusoid from its
samples? That is, does the frequency of the sinusoid lie below the Nyquist frequency which is
fN = 1/2T Hz, or ωN = π/T radians/second?

(b). Now suppose that the signal we wish to sample is contaminated by 8 Hz noise: xnoisy(t) = sin(2πt)+
0.5 sin(16πt). How will the presence of the noise signal distort the sampled signal? What will the
signal look like if the samples are passed through a D/A converter?

(c). Use the Matlab m-file “aliasing.m” and the SIMULINK model “noisy signal.mdl,” shown in Figure 1,
to compare the time responses of the clean signal, the signal contaminated with noise, and the
reconstructed signal. Are the responses you see consistent with your analysis above? Explain.
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Figure 1: SIMULINK Model of Signal Reconstruction

(d). Modify the SIMULINK model “noisy signal.mdl” to create a new model, “filtered signal.mdl”, shown
in Figure 2, that includes a lowpass filter. The frequency response of this filter, together with the
resulting reconstructed signal, may be plotted using the m-file “aliasing w filter.m”. What will the
filtered signal look like after it is passed through a sample and hold? The lowpass filter in this
figure can be adjusted by changing the parameter “RC”. Try various values of RC, say RC =
.001, .01, .1, 1, 10. What trends do you see?
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Figure 2: SIMULINK Model of Signal Reconstruction with Antialiasing Filter

(e). Design an antialiasing filter (i.e., pick a value of RC) that will reduce the noise component of the
analog signal by (approximately) a factor of 10 (-20 db). (To do so, examine the frequency response
plot of the filter.) Hand in the plot showing the reconstructed signal for this filter.
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